
 

 

 

 

Lori Guerrero, MBA, MHA, RN                     

Quick Facts: 

- CEO and Managing Partners of Trusted Medical Centers 

- Oversees 7 Emergency Rooms, 1 Pediatric Urgent Care, 

and 1 Hospital in DFW 

- Can discuss any topic related to nursing, healthcare 

management, and hospital operations, including but not 

limited to: 

o Clinical nursing 

o Case management  

o Patient safety 

o Hospital and healthcare systems 

o Healthcare public policy 

o High and low acuity injuries and illnesses 

- If you are working on a story with a medical angle, Lori Guererro can be your go-to 

source for reliable, accurate information from an experienced nursing professional. 

Contact 

Phone/Text: David Olshansky (469) 949-1002; Lauren Noble (214)-701-4790     

- Email: lguerrero@trustedmgt.com 

- Platforms: Skype, Zoom, FaceTime, WhatsApp, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, 

Facebook/Instagram Live 

 

Education:  

- B.A. in Nursing from Texas Tech University  

- MBA, University of Phoenix  

- MHA, University of Phoenix 

Bio:                     

- Lori Guerrero is a seasoned nursing professional and facility administrator with more than 20 

years of experience. Her passion for community and helping others led to her choosing a career 

as a Registered Nurse. After experiencing common frustrations of many healthcare workers 

first-hand, her desire to have a bigger impact on her patients led her down a path of forming 

her own healthcare organization, Trusted Medical with her co-founder Harvey Castro, MD, 

MBA to better serve her community. Lori’s vision was to combine the best healthcare practices 

with the most comfortable environment possible where providers can build trust, personal 

relationships, and prioritize more time with patients. TMC is comprised of six Trusted 

Emergency Rooms, Trusted Pediatric Urgent Care, and Trusted Medical Center in Mansfield, 

offering patients an exceptional healthcare experience. 
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Lori Guerrero, MBA, MHA, RN is the CEO and managing partner at Trusted Medical, DFW’s 

most innovative emergency room healthcare organization which operates full-service, first-

class acute hospital and freestanding emergency rooms serving the greater Dallas-Ft. Worth 

area.  

With a B.A. in nursing from Texas Tech University, an MBA from the University of Phoenix, 

and an MHA from the University of Phoenix, Guerrero brings more than 20 years of experience 

working extensively as a licensed nurse and facility administrator.  

Born and raised in Texas, Lori developed a passion for community, health, and helping others 

at a young age. Her passion for community and helping others led to her choosing a career as 

a Registered Nurse. After experiencing common frustrations of many healthcare workers first-

hand, her desire to have a bigger impact on her patients led her down a path of forming her 

own healthcare organization. Lori’s vision was to combine the best healthcare practices with 

the most comfortable environment possible where providers can build trust, personal 

relationships, and prioritize more time with patients. In 2017, she co-founded Trusted Medical 

with Harvey Castro, MD, MBA to better serve her community and offer an exceptional 

healthcare experience. 

Today, Lori works as a CEO, Registered Nurse, author, and motivational speaker. Her new 

book “Business of Mom” is helps women shatter self-limiting beliefs that stops them from 

achieving all of their dreams in life and business and their soul’s fullest expression.  

 

When she isn’t working, Lori enjoys spending time with her husband and 5 children, going on 

walks with her multiple furry family members, and volunteering in various ministries through 

her church. 

 

 

 


